Implications of the dependence of the elastic properties of DNA on nucleotide sequence.
Recent advances in structural biochemistry have provided evidence that not only the geometric properties but also the elastic moduli of duplex DNA are strongly dependent on nucleotide sequence in a way that is not accounted for by classical rod models of the Kirchhoff type. A theory of sequence-dependent DNA elasticity is employed here to calculate the dependence of the equilibrium configurations of circular DNA on the binding of ligands that can induce changes in intrinsic twist at a single base-pair step. Calculations are presented of the influence on configurations of the assumed values and distribution along the DNA of intrinsic roll and twist and a modulus coupling roll to twist. Among the results obtained are the following. For minicircles formed from intrinsically straight DNA, the distribution of roll-twist coupling strongly affects the dependence of the total elastic energy Psi on the amount alpha of imposed untwisting, and that dependence can be far from quadratic. (In fact, for a periodic distribution of roll-twist coupling with a period equal to the intrinsic helical repeat length, Psi can be essentially independent of alpha for -90 degrees < alpha <90 degrees.) When the minicircle is homogeneous and without roll-twist coupling, but with uniform positive intrinsic roll, the point at which Psi attains its minimum value shifts towards negative values of alpha. It is remarked that there are cases in which one can relate graphs of Psi versus alpha to the 'effective values' of bending and twisting moduli and helical repeat length obtained from measurements of equilibrium distributions of topoisomers and probabilities of ring closure. For a minicircle formed from DNA that has an 'S' shape when stress-free, the graphs of Psi versus alpha have maxima at alpha = 0. As the binding of a twisting agent to such a minicircle results in a net decrease in Psi, the affinity of the twisting agent for binding to the minicircle is greater than its affinity for binding to unconstrained DNA with the same sequence.